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Executive Summary
The purpose of this report is to provide the Panel with an update on the progress made
to date in relation to the 2016 National Fraud Initiative (NFl) data matching exercise,
including the value of savings identified.

Recommendations
The Panel is invited to note the progress made and results achieved to date from the
2016 NFl exercise.

Links

Council business Having adequate and effective corporate governance
plan to 2020 arrangements supports the achievement of all planned outcomes

and corporate priorities.

From Ken Adamson, Head of Audit and Inspection



Background

1.1 The NFl is undertaken every two years and the Council has successfully
participated since the first exercise in 2004. The NFl is organised by Audit
Scotland and is carried out by them under statutory powers added to the Public
Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000 by section 97 of the Criminal
Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act.

1.2 The NFl involves 'data matching' which is widely recognised as an important
tool in detecting and preventing fraud and involves comparing different data
sets held by a variety of public bodies using criteria which allows the
identification of inconsistencies and anomalies which may be indicative of
possible fraud and/or error. This information then enables public bodies to
follow−up these matches on a targeted and prioritised basis to establish if fraud
has occurred and to take appropriate action. The NFl has become an important
tool in the Council's anti−fraud arrangements allowing investigative resources to
be better targeted.

1.3 Information in relation to council tax reduction, payroll, housing rents and
housing waiting lists, licence holders (taxi, market traders and personal alcohol),
private residential care homes, blue badge holders, creditors, personal budgets
and insurance claimants was submitted by the Council in October 2016 as part
of the NFl exercise. Staff, tenants and applicants have all received appropriate
notification as to the use to which data may be put as required by data
protection legislation. Information on data matches arising from the data
matching exercise were made available to the Council in February 2017.

2. Report

2.1 The outcomes obtained by the Council from the 2016 NFl exercise for the
period to 20 September 2017 are detailed in table A below.

Table A − NATIONAL FRAUD INITIATIVE outcomes to 20 September 2017

Number of Cases Total
Customer Official Value

Savings Arising From: Fraud Error Error ()

Housing Benefit matches 13 24 0 £79,791

Council Tax Reduction matches 3 27 0 £28,166

Payroll to Payroll matches 0 0 1 £25,656

NINO Mismatches 0 0 2 N/A

2.2 Matches relating to housing benefit or council tax reduction have been
assessed and then followed−up by the Appeals and Adjudications Team within
Revenue and e−Government Solutions. Cases involving passported benefits
(e.g. IS, JSA) and those where benefit fraud is identified are transferred to the
DWP for investigation using the 'referral form' embedded in the NFl database.
The Council has referred 50 cases to the DWP through the NFl database and to
date, 11 cases have been closed by the DWP Compliance Team and a further
eight cases have been returned to the Appeals and Adjudication Team for
further action. The Council intends to recover all overpayments relating to
housing benefit and council tax reduction as highlighted in table A.



2.3 Internal Audit has assessed payroll to payroll matches where Council
employees are also employed by other public sector organisations. Such
matches are generally entirely innocent although public bodies have sometimes
previously found such matches to be indicative of 'ghost' employees or
individuals holding multiple employments whilst on sick leave with one of the
bodies. Review of these matches has identified a £25,656 overpayment for one
employee who had continued to be paid after leaving the Council's employment.
The overpayment has now been repaid in full.

2.4 Assessment of matches relating to residents of private residential case homes
for pensioners whom central government department records show as
deceased has also been undertaken. This exercise confirmed that Council
payments had ceased in line with contractual obligations with no overpayments
resulting and Social Work Information System (SW(S) had been properly
updated prior to the output from the NFl data−matching process being received.

2.5 Data in relation to housing tenants, right to buy and waiting lists was also
received. Many of the matches in these areas have arisen due to the poor
quality (accuracy and timeliness) of data held on Housing Services
Management System (HSMS) as property records are not regularly updated to
reflect all movements in the household composition. Housing Solutions have
reviewed some of these reports and are currently undertaking a data cleanse to
remove duplicate records and household members who no longer reside at the
properties against which they are recorded.

2.6 Matches relating to blue badge permit holders being recorded on central
government departments' records as being deceased were also received.
Despite numerous reminders, these matches have not yet been reviewed by the
relevant Service area.

2.7 The NFl also matches data relating to council tax single persons' discount to the
electoral register to identify cases where there is more than one person over 18
in a household where single persons discount is being claimed. Revenue and
e−Government Solutions has confirmed that they do not intend to review these
matches as they undertake their own data matching exercises in this respect
utilising information obtained from credit reference agencies and consider that
these are more comprehensive and achieve better outcomes.

3.

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

4

Implications

Financial Impact
HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
Environmental Impact
Risk Impact

See table A at section 2.
None identified.
None identified.
None identified

Measures of success
4.1 The Council has successfully participated since the first NFl exercise in2004−2005

and continues to identify errors and frauds arising from the matches and
monetary savings for the Council. The Council's approach to engaging with the
NFl is also assessed by the appointed external auditors.
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